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These are the top two "START" items summarized from the group posters

11/2/17 Consensus Results from Listen & Learn Tour (Adult ESL Classes - Cogdell) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Start having teacher treat parents better, make time to visit and answer questions about their children
Start talking to students about morals, values, principles, humanity and the danger of weapons
Start changing food nutrition so kids can be more healthy
Start training and selecting all front office personnel (first parent contact) properly to be kind and respectful
Start training personnel on cultural diversity, kindness, respectfulness and helpfulness
Start assigning all students extracurricular activities in their schedules
Start introducing nutrition education in the schools
Start having teachers pay attention to the notes they send home
Start providing student in need psychological help and counseling
Start having teachers be kind, communicative with students and provide equal opportunities to all students
Start improving parent-teacher communication
Start paying more attention at school release for student safety
Start lifting students up and empowering them
Start improving conversational opportunities so students are not fearful of public self-expression
Start a systematic program for ESL or all students such as small group, and student-tutors
Start improving the rating of the schools and invest more in the schools
Start to introduce more computer skills
Start more international student scholarships
Start treating all parents equally
Start better nutrition and playground for kids
Start to instill a culture of higher ed without thinking about limitations & provide tools for the future
Start more English in first grades in bilingual schools
Start to have a superintendent personally tell us to be true (good beginning)
Start to motivate the parents, teachers and students to work together
Respond quickly to parent's inquiries
Start not discriminating toward Hispanics


